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With the release on the 8th of June 2022, extensions and improvements were 
implemented in the following areas.

Editor with Abacus 
integration

Display additional account assignment information 

For received invoices / creditor documents, the information 'Most used account assignments' is now displayed in the 
editor. In addition to the accounting entries, the frequency of the corresponding account assignment and its percenta-
ge of all accounting entries is also shown. The data reflects the data from Abacus. Therefore, account assignments of 
documents that were not processed via the Deepbox are also taken into account.
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Editor with Abacus 
integration

Support Page

Direct address search via entry field 

Previously, the system showed just the message that no address was found in the ERP. There is now a selection field 
to search for alternative addresses in the document.

To search for the address, you can select the filter "ERP" (= address from Abacus) or "Directory" (= address from the 
analysis DeepBox).

Process only invoice with unique document type 

New support article: Documents that are only classified as document type "Invoice" may not be processed anymore. A 
unique type (received/sent) must be specified so that they can be correctly classified.

Explanation of what "passive mode" means

New support-article: We have better defined what passive mode consists of, i.e., when the per-sonal or business 
DeepBox is not yet verified. Under this mode, the DeepBox can only be used in a limited way.

https://support.deepbox.swiss/videos/abacus/allgemeine-einstellungen/was-passiert-wenn-ein-dokument-auf-der-deepbox-verarbeitet-wird-welches-nur-dokumenttyp-rechnung-hat/
https://support.deepbox.swiss/videos/grundlagen/erste-schritte/anmeldung/was-ist-der-passive-modus/
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With the release on the 30th of June 2022, extensions and improvements were 
implemented in the following areas.

Editor with Abacus 
integration

DeepAdmin

Bug fix for editing the VAT field 

Before: Entering a new value in the "VAT" field, would round the last digit. 
New: The given value is displayed as entered. 

Additional information for the Address field is displayed

Introduction of Simple Boxes 

Before: Users could only buy boxes with full functionality (integration possibility with Abacus or Swiss21), which led to 
various problems: 
- The boxes with integration and the simple storage boxes had the same price of CHF 9 until now. 

New: Simple boxes and intelligent boxes (advanced boxes), which can be integrated with external ERP systems, are 
now distinguished. Simple boxes are free.
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DeepBox application

Onboarding

Improved error handling when downloading multiple files (ZIP files) 

A list of all affected files has been added to the current warning dialogues to explain in more detail when a user down-
loads multiple files/folders and viruses are found in different locations, or a file is too large to be scanned.

Improved error handling for duplicate personal spaces 

The e-mail address has been included in the error message in case of a duplicate private DeepBox, so that the user is 
notified under which account he or she already has a DeepBox. 

Improvements on the onboarding page when creating an account 

A new text with clearer instructions is now available.
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Clients

Subscriptions

Windows Client - Error fix: 

Before: The default path could not be changed. 
New: You can select a different location by clicking on the 3 dots.

Android / iOS: 

Login & Register lead to the new onboarding page

Completely redesigned subscriptions 

A newsletter with all the news was sent out separately.

https://newsletter.deepcloud.swiss/e/68e69a73d06cd40d/nl/855bf9651edc8967fc94d5cf/webversion/cdd46af2dfa98de8a26a1dec6f227de718d59a5d/de.html

